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Our newly developed “coat repair” technology can restore a degraded
professional glass coating, and with added water-repellence. Just spray on the
wet or dry body of the vehicle after washing, then just wipe down for a water-
repellent finish as smooth as a freshly peeled boiled egg. You can achieve the
same results on uncoated vehicles too, and as well as paintwork of any colour,
this product may be used on wheels, plastic parts, lights, windows… even the
vehicle interior!

Directions:
Note: Before applying SMOOTH EGG, be sure to wash your vehicle. For best
results, use SMOOTH EGG Shampoo for Repair.
1. Spray onto the wet or dry surface of the vehicle, spacing shots by about 30
cm (12”).
2. Wipe up the body with the included cloth, wringing out any water regularly.

SMOOTH EGG Liquid
250ml

4975759005100

ZV9H57FJUKKPLKKV

00510

533 212 425W H D mm

Case dimension

9.1 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-510
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Our newly developed quick coat not only gives your vehicle water-repellent
Hydropolymer layer, but prevents water stains with its unique Hydropeeling
technology. When a vehicle coated with Smooth Egg Hydro Flash is wet with
rain, the residue that would normally result in a stain is carried away along with
a small amount of the polymer. This is seriously strong protection. By including
a specially formulated levelling agent, we are able to keep our Hydropolymer
evenly adhered to your vehicle… and that keeps your car shining beautifully,
with a gloss that withstands the elements.
This product is suitable for use on wet or dry coated and uncoated vehicles,
and may be used on all exterior and interior parts except upholstery. One bottle
treats a medium-sized vehicle eight times.

Directions:
Note: Before applying Smooth Egg Hydro Flash, be sure to wash your vehicle.
Drying is optional.
1. Shake well, remove the trigger lock, and spray onto the body, spacing shots
by about 15 cm (6”) when wet, or 30 cm (12”) when dry.
2. Wipe up quickly with the included cloth. Work on a small area at a time.

Smooth Egg Hydro Flash
230mL
Wipe Cloth

4975759005216

ZV9H57FJUKKPMLQV

00521

520 225 228W H D mm

Case dimension

7.6 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-521
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

A refill pouch for Smooth Egg Hydro Flash, this product protects surfaces from
water stains. For waste reduction and resource conservation without a
compromise in convenience, this product is provided in an easy to use pouch
that can be opened without scissors. Less waste, less hassle.

Directions:
1. Firmly hold the top of the pouch and carefully open along the dotted line. Do
not squeeze the pouch when opening.
2. Grasp the top of the pouch with one hand and, while supporting the bottom
with your other hand, slowly pour the contents into the bottle. Take care not to
knock over the bottle.

Smooth Egg Hydro Flash 200 Refill
200ml

4975759005247

ZV9H57FJUKKPMORV

00524

335 210 215W H D mm

Case dimension

6.6 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

W-524
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Smooth as silk, yet razor-sharp. Fearless, yet refined. Smooth Egg Platinum
Liquid is the embodiment of first-class quick coating technology. In their
uncompromising quest for quality, our researchers here in Japan have
formulated a highly-concentrated blend of four freshly developed polymers, to
create in Platinum Liquid something quite remarkable. Protect your vehicle from
dust, dirt and scratches with a powerful hydrophobic layer, boasting an alluring
wet-look gloss that is ultra-smooth to the touch.
This product is suitable for use on the bodywork of wet or dry coated and
uncoated vehicles.

Directions:
Note: Before applying Smooth Egg Platinum Liquid, be sure to wash your
vehicle. Drying is optional.
1. Shake well, remove the trigger lock, and spray onto the body, spacing shots
by about 35 cm (14”) when wet, or 50 cm (20”) when dry.
2. Wipe up quickly with the included cloth. Work on a small area at a time.

Smooth Egg Platinum Liquid
230mL
Smooth Cloth

4975759005223

ZV9H57FJUKKPMMNV

00522

435 218 435W H D mm

Case dimension

8.2 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-522
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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Speedy coating with a mirror shine! Just spread evenly with the included
microfiber cloth, and you are done. No work-up necessary. Fusso Coat Mirror
Shine is not only water-repellent, but oil-repellent too, and its effects last up to 9
months. Applying this product to a deteriorated surface can restore the shine
and strength of the paintwork. This product contains no petroleum solvents or
abrasive compounds. 

Directions:
Note: Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried car. The included cloth must be
used to apply this product. Work panel-by-panel, checking the shine as you go.
The surface takes 24 hours to stabilize, so do not wash the vehicle in this
period.
1. Shake well and put a moderate amount of liquid on the included cloth.
2. Spread around the car surface as evenly as possible. Drying and wiping off
are not necessary!

Fusso Coat Mirror Shine - Light Colours
Light Colours 250ml

4975759003519

ZV9H57FJUKKNPLTV

00351

308 227 547W H D mm

Case dimension

8.4 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

R-142
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Speedy coating with a mirror shine! Just spread evenly with the included
microfiber cloth, and you are done. No work-up necessary. Fusso Coat Mirror
Shine is not only water-repellent, but oil-repellent too, and its effects last up to 9
months. Applying this product to a deteriorated surface can restore the shine
and strength of the paintwork. This product contains no petroleum solvents or
abrasive compounds.

Directions:
Note: Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried car. The included cloth must be
used to apply this product. Work panel-by-panel, checking the shine as you go. 
The surface takes 24 hours to stabilize, so do not wash the vehicle in this
period.
1. Shake well and put a moderate amount of liquid on the included cloth.
2. Spread around the car surface as evenly as possible. Drying and wiping off
are not necessary!

Fusso Coat Mirror Shine - Dark Colours
Dark Colours 250ml

4975759003526

ZV9H57FJUKKNPMQV

00352

308 227 547W H D mm

Case dimension

8.4 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

R-143
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Without worrying about multiple coating products, or material compatibilities,
Rain Drop allows coating the entire surface of the car - body, glass, plastic,
chrome - all in one step, during drying. The bazooka-style trigger aerosol
makes application ultra-fast, combining unprecedented convenience with a
coating that protects paint for 3 months, and glass for 2 months.

Directions:
* Before use, shake can up and down about 20 times.
1. Wash the vehicle to remove any dirt or dust.
2. Spray onto the wet body and glass, spraying for about 1 second per 1 ㎡ .
3. After spraying, immediately wipe up while spreading the foam around the
surface with a microfiber or cotton towel. Wring out the towel regularly. 
4. After wiping dry, leave to dry completely, 5 minutes in hot conditions, 20-30
minutes in winter.

Rain Drop
300ml

4975759005261

ZV9H57FJUKKPMQLV

00526

336 228 296W H D mm

Case dimension

7.0 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-526
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

A new type of RAIN SROP coating! Just use these dry sheets to wipe up after washing,
and complete a brilliant hydrophobic coating on both glass and body! The ultimate drying
aid!
The repellency lasts for a month on the glass, and two months on the body! (in standard
conditions)
20 wipes in a convenient roll make this product perfect to take with you anywhere... you
can use it after every wash! 
Also compatible with professionally-coated vehicles.

Directions:
1. Pull out the sheet and cut. Using two doubled sheets is more effective.
2. Dampen the sheet with water from the glass and fold into a convenient size.
3. Wipe down the glass and body with the sheet.
Notes:
Work on the glass first.
As the sheet gets saturated, wring out and continue working.
After application, keep dry for 1 hour to improve adhesion.
If the sheet begins to lose absorbency, dispose and use a new sheet.

RAIN DROP - Dry Wipes
20 sheets (280x280 mm)

4975759005285

ZV9H57FJUKKPMSPV

00528

455 300 370W H D mm

Case dimension

4.7 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-528
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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Fluorine polymer, which has a sufficient anti-fouling ability effectively protects
the car surface from rain, dirt and other unwanted residue. Its thick hard coating
repels water strongly, as water smoothly runs down and off the car surface. The
effects will last up to 12 months and keep the car in a good condition for a long
period of time. Furthermore the hard paste wax can create clear gloss on the
car body.

Directions
* Be sure that your car is compatible with this product in advance.
1. Wash off sandy dust and the other unwanted residue, and dry car body 
before use. If heavily soiled, remove any dirt in advance, because this product
does NOT include cleaning capability.
2. Take a moderate amount of the wax onto the included sponge and spread it
thinly and evenly.
3. After surface gets dry (5-15 min. in the summer, 15-20 min. in the winter),
wipe off with a dry soft clean towel for finish.
*We recommend using "Fukupika" series as daily maintenance.

Fusso Coat 12 Months Wax
Light Color 200g

4975759002987

ZV9H57FJUKKMTSRV

00298

252 227 400W H D mm

Case dimension

7.5 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-95
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Fluorine polymer, which has a sufficient anti-fouling ability effectively protects
the car surface from rain, dirt and other unwanted residue. Its thick hard coating
repels water strongly, as water smoothly runs down and off the car surface. The
effects will last up to 12 months and keep the car in a good condition for a long
period of time. Furthermore the hard paste wax can create clear gloss on the
car body.

Directions
* Be sure that your car is compatible with this product in advance.
1. Wash off sandy dust and the other unwanted residue, and dry car body
before use. If heavily soiled, remove any dirt in advance, because this product
does NOT include cleaning capability. 
2. Take a moderate amount of the wax onto the included sponge and spread it
thinly and evenly.
3. After surface gets dry (5-15 min. in the summer, 15-20 min. in the winter),
wipe off with a dry soft clean towel for finish.
*We recommend using "Fukupika" series as daily maintenance.

Fusso Coat 12 Months Wax
Dark Color 200g

4975759003007

ZV9H57FJUKKNKKRV

00300

252 227 400W H D mm

Case dimension

7.5 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-96
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Just spray and wipe to freshen up your vehicle’s bodywork, removing light dust
and dirt while applying a highly durable Fusso coating, cleaning and coating in
one step! The wax coating is reinforced with fluoropolymers to enhance and
extend hydrophobicity for up to 180 days. Perfect for maintaining Fusso Coat.

Directions:
* Before applying to a dirty vehicle, be sure to wash and dry it to avoid
scratches. In cases of serious staining, use specialised cleaners. Contents will
treat 5 mid-size vehicles.
1. Shake well and switch the nozzle to ON.
2. Spray the surface of the vehicle, spacing shots by about 30 cm (12”).
3. Without allowing to dry, lightly wipe across the surface with a clean, dry
towel.Refold the towel to expose a fresh surface when wiping becomes difficult.

Fusso Coat Speed & Barrier Hand Spray (T)
500ml

4975759102915

ZV9H57FJULKMTLPV

10291

498 237 264W H D mm

Case dimension

13.3kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-208
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Create strong fluorine layer "PTFE" on car paint surface without base treatment.
Hydrophobic properties lasts up to 7 months* and the newly formulated polymer develops
an impermeable coating on the surface that remains for far longer than conventional 
products.
Easy to buff off and prevent stain comparing with conventional solid type. This product
protects from various kind of dirts by creating un-penetrated fluorine polymer shield on top 
of paint surface.
Compatible for all color vehicle.     * by SOFT99 test

Directions:
* Make sure that the product is compatible car paint color.
1. Rinse and wash car to remove dirt and sand. If heavily soiled, use car shampoo or
cleaner.
2. Shake the bottle well.
3. Apply the moderate amount of liquid on the yellow side of included sponge and spread
evenly. Then you can remove the dirt at the same time.
* If the dirt is stubborn, use a clay bar to smoothen the paint, achieve better durability and
beautiful finish.
4. Let it dry (5-10 in summer, 15-25 in winter), buff it off with soft and clean towel.
* If the body gets dirty, wash with diluted neutral car shampoo or water, then restore
hydrophobic and glossiness. As for daily maintenance, use "Fusso Coat Speed & Barrier
Hand Spray".

Fusso Coat F7 All Color
300ml

4975759103394

ZV9H57FJULKNNTOV

10339

550 238 300W H D mm

Case dimension

8.0 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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H-9 Dual Layer Glass Coat is an extra-hydrophobic glass-layer coating agent, which make
use of state-fo-the-art Japanese technology, combining two different types of hard glass
layers to provide 9H hardness. The beautiful deep gloss lasts for an amazingly long time,
all while preventing adhesion of contaminants with its excellent water repellency.
Directions:
* Before application, be sure to wash, de-iron, polish, and degrease the paintwork.
* Do not apply all at once. Work panel-by-panel.
* Be sure to cool the car body if hot.
1. Set the inner flow-limiter into the neck of Base Coat .
2. Put a moderate amount of liquid onto the white surface of the sponge and apply to the
body in a criss-cross pattern to prevent gaps and unevenness.
3. Wipe off with attached towel before coated surface gets dry.
* In cold or otherwise slow-drying environments, immediately repeat Steps 2 &amp; 3 one
time.
4. Shake the Top Coat thoroughly, then set the flow-limiter.
5. 20-30 minutes after wiping off the Base Coat, put the Top Coat liquid onto the white
surface of a new sponge. 
* Apply panel-by-panel in the same order as Base Coat. 
* Be sure to shake the Top Coat thoroughly, ensure there is not sediment present. 
6. When the Top Coat has dried, wipe off with a fresh towel .
* Reference times for drying: 1 minute in summer, 2-5 minutes in winter.
7. After coating, leave to cure in a dry place for 12 hours.

H-9 Dual Layer Glass Coat
Primer Liquid 100ml / Top Coat Liquid 100ml /
Sponge with Buff × 2pc /
Exclusive Cloth × 2pc / Gloves x 2pc

4975759101178

ZV9H57FJULKLLRSV

10117

356 126 273W H D mm

Case dimension

3.7 kg

Case weight

6
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

H-7 is a tough, silicon-based coating that forms a hard glass layer to protect a
variety of objects in harsh environments: vehicles, marine vessels, vending
machines, trains, signage, and other outside equipment and its housing. H-7
protects against corrosion from rain, salt, mud, chemicals, UV radiation, and
even abrasion. Not only that, but it gives a high-gloss finish with excellent
durability.

Directions:
1. Completely remove grease and dirt from areas to be treated. If a cleaning
agent or water is used, allow to dry completely.
2. Apply liquid to the white surface of the included sponge. Apply evenly to the
surface, leaving no untreated or poorly covered areas. Use each sponge for
only one application (do not reuse a sponge that has hardened). 
3. Allow to dry for approximately 5 minutes, and wipe down lightly with the
included cloth.
4. After coating, leave to cure in a dry place for 12 hours.

H-7 Glass-coat 200ml
Liquid 200ml  /  Sponge with Buff × 2pcs  /
Exclusive Cloth × 2pcs  /  Gloves x 2pcs 

4975759100843

ZV9H57FJULKKSONV

10084

348 150 321W H D mm

Case dimension

3.5 kg

Case weight

6
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

H-7 is a tough, silicon-based coating that forms a hard glass layer to protect a
variety of objects in harsh environments: vehicles, marine vessels, vending 
machines, trains, signage, and other outside equipment and its housing. H-7 
protects against corrosion from rain, salt, mud, chemicals, UV radiation, and
even abrasion. Not only that, but it gives a high-gloss finish with excellent
durability.

Directions:
1. Completely remove grease and dirt from areas to be treated. If a cleaning
agent or water is used, allow to dry completely.
2. Apply liquid to the white surface of the included sponge. Apply evenly to the
surface, leaving no untreated or poorly covered areas. Use each sponge for 
only one application (do not reuse a sponge that has hardened).
3. Allow to dry for approximately 5 minutes, and wipe down lightly with the
included cloth.
4. After coating, leave to cure in a dry place for 12 hours. 

H-7 Glass-coat 100ml
Liquid 100ml  /  Sponge with Buff × 2pcs  /
Exclusive Cloth × 2pcs  /  Gloves x 2pcs 

4975759100881

ZV9H57FJULKKSSLV

10088

322 125 321W H D mm

Case dimension

2.5 kg

Case weight

6
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

H-7 is a tough, silicon-based coating that forms a hard glass layer to protect a
variety of objects in harsh environments: vehicles, marine vessels, vending 
machines, trains, signage, and other outside equipment and its housing. H-7 
protects against corrosion from rain, salt, mud, chemicals, UV radiation, and
even abrasion. Not only that, but it gives a high-gloss finish with excellent
durability.

Directions:
1. Completely remove grease and dirt from areas to be treated. If a cleaning
agent or water is used, allow to dry completely.
2. Apply liquid to the white surface of the included sponge. Apply evenly to the
surface, leaving no untreated or poorly covered areas. Use each sponge for
only one application (do not reuse a sponge that has hardened).
3. Allow to dry for approximately 5 minutes, and wipe down lightly with the
included cloth.
4. After coating, leave to cure in a dry place for 12 hours. 

H-7 Glass-coat 50ml 
Liquid 50ml  /  Application pad × 1pc  /
Application cloth × 2pcs  /  Gloves × 2pcs  /
Removal cloth × 1pc  /  Pasteur pipette × 1pc

4975759102977

ZV9H57FJULKMTRRV

10297

448 132 266W H D mm

Case dimension

2.8 kg

Case weight

10
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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This is the 5th generation model of Fukupika, the revolutionary waterless washing wipes
that can be used on both the body and glass, applying a strong water repellent effect while
simulataneously cleaning.
Just wipe! to achieve excellent cleaning power while applying a hydrophobic coating. New
binding technology now allows long-lasting hydrophobic coating of both glass and body!
The sheets have been made half the size, with twice the quantity, for more economical
spot usage. Of course, Fukupika wipes are fully compatible with ceramic/quartz/etc.
professionally applied coatings.

Directions:
1. Open the flap and remove one wipe.
2. Fold the sheet in half and wipe the surface lightly.
3. Start on the glass surfaces, before working on the body.
4. If the wipe gets dirty, refold to use a frsh surface immediately.

On dirtier surfaces, wipe first to clean, and then wipe again with a fresh surface to finish.
If the wipe becomes dirty, dry, or difficult to use, change to a new wipe.
Dispose of wipes according to local regulations.

Note: Can be used on exterior surfaces including paint and glass.

Fukupika Wash & Wax Gen.5
24 wipes (ca. 175 x 300 mm)

4975759004622

ZV9H57FJUKKOQMMV

00462

520 285 345W H D mm

Case dimension

13.0kg

Case weight

40
Case unit

W-462
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

The triple-layer design was especially formulated for gentleness, with the
central layer absorbing dirt to keep the outer layers cleaner. This helps prevent
scratches, and supports the structure of the outer layers, which are optimized to
glide lightly and effortlessly over any part of your vehicle, washing and waxing
along the way to keep every inch fresh and shiny. 

Directions:
1. Open the front flap, and pull out one wipe. 
2. Fold the sheet into quarters and lightly wipe down the body of the vehicle.
Keep refolding the wipe to expose fresh surfaces and avoid spreading any dirt.
3. In particularly dirty areas, first wipe off the dirt, then wipe up once more with
a fresh surface of the sheet. 
4. If the entire wipe is dirty or becomes dried out, please use a fresh sheet.

FUKUPIKA WASH&WAX 12 wipes 
12 sheets (350×300mm)

4975759004684

ZV9H57FJUKKOQSOV

00468

475 323 345W H D mm

Case dimension 

13.6kg

Case weight

40
Case unit

W-220
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Loaded with water-repellent silicone oils and powerfully adhesive wax, a sheet
of nonwoven fabric, pinhole-treated for ultra-low friction, not only cleans your
vehicle, but leaves it with long lasting protection in the form of a durable and
highly hydrophobic layer. This layer will last for up to 3 months, or 5 machine
washes.

Directions:
1. Open the front flap, and pull out one wipe.
2. Fold the sheet into quarters and lightly wipe down the body of the vehicle.
Keep refolding the wipe to expose fresh surfaces and avoid spreading any dirt.
3. In particularly dirty areas, first wipe off the dirt, then wipe up once more with
a fresh surface of the sheet. 
4. If the entire wipe is dirty or becomes dried out, please use a fresh sheet.

FUKUPIKA Strong Water Repellent
10sheets (350×300mm)

4975759004714

ZV9H57FJUKKORLOV

00471

495 268 365W H D mm

Case dimension

11.4kg

Case weight

40
Case unit

W-219
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

With just a wipe, apply a hybrid coating of premium natural carnauba and a
newly developed high-gloss polymer, instantly achieving a deep shine that will
take your breath away. As with all FukuPika wipes, to maximize gentleness to
your paintwork and skin, no use is made of petrochemical solvents or other
unnecessary chemicals.

Directions:
1. Open the front flap, and pull out one wipe. 
2. Fold the sheet into quarters and lightly wipe down the body of the vehicle.
Keep refolding the wipe to expose fresh surfaces and avoid spreading any dirt.
3. In particularly dirty areas, first wipe off the dirt, then wipe up once more with
a fresh surface of the sheet.
4. If the entire wipe is dirty or becomes dried out, please use a fresh sheet.
Note: If any streaking or unevenness remains after use, buff off with a clean,
dry towel.

Fukupika Gloss
10sheets (350×300mm)

4975759004882

ZV9H57FJUKKOSSMV

00488

370 320 495W H D mm

Case dimension

11.0kg

Case weight

40
Case unit

W-160
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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With the polishing action of a micro-particle powder, these wipes restore the
smooth lustre of your vehicle’s paintwork, and top it all off with a natural
Carnauba-based coating to bring out an incredible gloss. By achieving this
synergy of effects in a convenient sheet form, FukuPika Mirror Finish wipes
allow easy improvement of lightly scratched paint in any area, including
cramped or awkward areas like around the door handles. To maximize
gentleness to your paintwork, your skin, and the environment, no use is made
of alcohol, petrochemical solvents, or any other unnecessary chemicals.

Directions:
1. Open the front flap, and pull out one wipe.
2. Fold the sheet into quarters and lightly wipe down the body of the vehicle.
Keep refolding the wipe to expose fresh surfaces and avoid spreading any dirt.
3. In particularly dirty areas, first wipe off the dirt, then wipe up once more with
a fresh surface of the sheet.
4. If the entire wipe is dirty or becomes dried out, please use a fresh sheet.
Note: If any streaking or unevenness remains after use, buff off with a clean,
dry towel.

Fukupika Mirror Finish
10sheets (350×300mm)

4975759004967

ZV9H57FJUKKOTQRV

00496

370 320 485W H D mm

Case dimension

11.0kg

Case weight

40
Case unit

W-169
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

With just a gentle wipe, restore the original gloss and shine of your vehicle’s
coating.
Featuring a pH-neutral and abrasive-free triple-layered construction for
maximum gentleness, these wipes are specially designed to lift dirt non-
abrasively and then absorb it into the central layer, so the outer surface stays
fresher for longer.

Directions:
1. Open the front flap, and pull out one wipe. 
2. Fold the sheet into quarters and lightly wipe down the body of the vehicle. 
Keep refolding the wipe to expose fresh surfaces and avoid spreading any dirt.
3. In particularly dirty areas, first wipe off the dirt, then wipe up once more with
a fresh surface of the sheet.
4. If the entire wipe is dirty or becomes dried out, please use a fresh sheet.
Note: If any streaking or unevenness remains after use, buff off with a clean,
dry towel.

Fukupika for Wax Coated Car
12sheets (350×280mm)

4975759004905

ZV9H57FJUKKOTKPV

00490

370 340 485W H D mm

Case dimension

13.0kg

Case weight

40
Case unit

W-168
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Just wipe down you’re the body after washing with these highly absorbent wax-infused
sheets to quickly and safely dry your vehicle, while simultaneously applying a coating that
rivals traditional hard waxes for shine and protection. May also be used on a dry vehicle.

Directions:

For a wet vehicle:
1. Fold down to a workable size (2 or 3 times) and use the sheet to dry the vehicle surface
after washing.
2. Wring out and fold as needed, exposing a new surface regularly to ensure even
coverage for the best possible protection. 

For a dry vehicle:
1. First, wet the sheet and wring out enough that water is not left behind when wiping. 
2. Fold down to a workable size (2 or 3 times) and wipe the vehicle surface lightly, but
thoroughly.
3. Refold as needed, exposing a new surface regularly to ensure even coverage for the
best possible protection.

Fukupika Dry
3sheets

4975759004844

ZV9H57FJUKKOSOOV

00484

290 250 380W H D mm

Case dimension

3.0 kg

Case weight

40
Case unit

W-125
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Just spray and wipe to freshen up your vehicle’s bodywork, removing light dust
and dirt while applying a glossy and hydrophobic hybrid coating.

Directions:
1. Shake the bottle well before use. 
2. Turn nozzle toand spray 1 shot of the liquid for 30cm square each on dry
paintwork, then wipe off with clean dry towel immediately.When use microfiber,
spray twice than usual.
* If heavily soiled, wash off dirt and wipe off water otherwise it may cause
unevenness or streak mark.
* Change the towel surface when it gets dirty.

Fukupika Spray Advance
400ml

4975759005414

ZV9H57FJUKKPOLOV

00541

293 239 487W H D mm

Case dimension

15.0kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

W-541
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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Just spray and wipe to freshen up your vehicle’s bodywork, removing light dust
and dirt while applying a highly durable hybrid coating. The wax coating is
reinforced with fluoropolymers to enhance and extend hydrophobicity for up to
6 months.

Directions:
1. Firmly hold the top of the pouch and carefully open along the dotted line. Do
not squeeze the pouch when opening.
2. Grasp the top of the pouch with one hand and, while supporting the bottom
with your other hand, slowly pour the contents into the bottle. Take care not to
knock over the bottle.

Fukupika Spray Advance (refill)
320ml

4975759005438

ZV9H57FJUKKPONSV

00543

396 232 286W H D mm

Case dimension

7.2 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-543
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Just spray and wipe to freshen up your vehicle’s bodywork, removing light dust 
and dirt while applying a glossy and hydrophobic hybrid coating.

Directions:
1. Shake the bottle well before use. 
2. Turn nozzle toand spray 1 shot of the liquid for 30cm square each on dry
paintwork, then wipe off with clean dry towel immediately.When use microfiber, 
spray twice than usual.
* If heavily soiled, wash off dirt and wipe off water otherwise it may cause
unevenness or streak mark.
* Change the towel surface when it gets dirty.

Fukupika Spray Advance Strong Type
400ml

4975759005421

ZV9H57FJUKKPOMLV

00542

288 240 487W H D mm

Case dimension

15.0kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

W-542
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Just spray and wipe to freshen up your vehicle’s bodywork, removing light dust
and dirt while applying a highly durable hybrid coating. The wax coating is
reinforced with fluoropolymers to enhance and extend hydrophobicity for up to
6 months. Eco-friendly refill pouch.

Directions:
1. Firmly hold the top of the pouch and carefully open along the dotted line. Do
not squeeze the pouch when opening.
2. Grasp the top of the pouch with one hand and, while supporting the bottom
with your other hand, slowly pour the contents into the bottle. Take care not to
knock over the bottle.

Fukupika Spray Advance Strong Type (refill)
320ml

4975759005445

ZV9H57FJUKKPOOPV

00544

396 232 286W H D mm

Case dimension

7.2 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-544
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

With our Pixelcoat Technology giving the toughness and protection of an acrylic and
polyurethane hybrid sealant, Color Evolution also makes use of micro-particle pigment to
fill fine scratches and bring faded paint back to life. The thick protective layer gives an
even, mirror-like surface, topped off with a high-gloss wax layer for a beautifully fresh finish
that is easy to apply and lasts for up to one month. This product contains no abrasives.
Sponge, gloves, and cloth included.

Directions:
1. Wash and thoroughly dry the vehicle. Test color compatibility in a low-visibility area.
2. Shake the bottle well before applying a moderate amount of product to the yellow side of 
the included sponge, and spread evenly over the paintwork, one panel at a time.
3. When a panel has dried completely (5 to 10 minutes in summer, 15 to 25 minutes in
winter), return to that panel and buff off the residue with the included cloth.
Note: Not suitable for treating deep scratches. Waxes and sealants may not be layered on 
top of this product.

Color Evolution - White & Pearl
White & Pearl 100ml

4975759005018

ZV9H57FJUKKPKLSV

00501

225 271 498W H D mm

Case dimension

4.3 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-180
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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With our Pixelcoat Technology giving the toughness and protection of an acrylic and
polyurethane hybrid sealant, Color Evolution also makes use of micro-particle pigment to
fill fine scratches and bring faded paint back to life. The thick protective layer gives an
even, mirror-like surface, topped off with a high-gloss wax layer for a beautifully fresh finish
that is easy to apply and lasts for up to one month. This product contains no abrasives.
Sponge, gloves, and cloth included.

Directions:
1. Wash and thoroughly dry the vehicle. Test color compatibility in a low-visibility area.
2. Shake the bottle well before applying a moderate amount of product to the yellow side of 
the included sponge, and spread evenly over the paintwork, one panel at a time.
3. When a panel has dried completely (5 to 10 minutes in summer, 15 to 25 minutes in
winter), return to that panel and buff off the residue with the included cloth.
Note: Not suitable for treating deep scratches. Waxes and sealants may not be layered on
top of this product.

Color Evolution - Silver
Silver 100ml

4975759005025

ZV9H57FJUKKPKMPV

00502

225 271 498W H D mm

Case dimension

4.3 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-181
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

With our Pixelcoat Technology giving the toughness and protection of an acrylic and
polyurethane hybrid sealant, Color Evolution also makes use of micro-particle pigment to
fill fine scratches and bring faded paint back to life. The thick protective layer gives an
even, mirror-like surface, topped off with a high-gloss wax layer for a beautifully fresh finish
that is easy to apply and lasts for up to one month. This product contains no abrasives.
Sponge, gloves, and cloth included.

Directions:
1. Wash and thoroughly dry the vehicle. Test color compatibility in a low-visibility area.
2. Shake the bottle well before applying a moderate amount of product to the yellow side of
the included sponge, and spread evenly over the paintwork, one panel at a time.
3. When a panel has dried completely (5 to 10 minutes in summer, 15 to 25 minutes in
winter), return to that panel and buff off the residue with the included cloth.
Note: Not suitable for treating deep scratches. Waxes and sealants may not be layered on
top of this product.

Color Evolution - Black
Black 100ml

4975759005032

ZV9H57FJUKKPKNMV

00503

225 271 498W H D mm

Case dimension

4.3 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-182
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

With our Pixelcoat Technology giving the toughness and protection of an acrylic and
polyurethane hybrid sealant, Color Evolution also makes use of micro-particle pigment to
fill fine scratches and bring faded paint back to life. The thick protective layer gives an
even, mirror-like surface, topped off with a high-gloss wax layer for a beautifully fresh finish
that is easy to apply and lasts for up to one month. This product contains no abrasives.
Sponge, gloves, and cloth included.

Directions:
1. Wash and thoroughly dry the vehicle. Test color compatibility in a low-visibility area.
2. Shake the bottle well before applying a moderate amount of product to the yellow side of 
the included sponge, and spread evenly over the paintwork, one panel at a time.
3. When a panel has dried completely (5 to 10 minutes in summer, 15 to 25 minutes in
winter), return to that panel and buff off the residue with the included cloth.
Note: Not suitable for treating deep scratches. Waxes and sealants may not be layered on
top of this product.

Color Evolution - Blue
Blue 100ml

4975759005049

ZV9H57FJUKKPKOTV

00504

225 271 498W H D mm

Case dimension

4.3 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-183
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

With our Pixelcoat Technology giving the toughness and protection of an acrylic and
polyurethane hybrid sealant, Color Evolution also makes use of micro-particle pigment to
fill fine scratches and bring faded paint back to life. The thick protective layer gives an
even, mirror-like surface, topped off with a high-gloss wax layer for a beautifully fresh finish
that is easy to apply and lasts for up to one month. This product contains no abrasives.
Sponge, gloves, and cloth included.

Directions:
1. Wash and thoroughly dry the vehicle. Test color compatibility in a low-visibility area.
2. Shake the bottle well before applying a moderate amount of product to the yellow side of
the included sponge, and spread evenly over the paintwork, one panel at a time.
3. When a panel has dried completely (5 to 10 minutes in summer, 15 to 25 minutes in
winter), return to that panel and buff off the residue with the included cloth.
Note: Not suitable for treating deep scratches. Waxes and sealants may not be layered on
top of this product.

Color Evolution - Red
Red 100ml

4975759005056

ZV9H57FJUKKPKPQV

00505

225 271 498W H D mm

Case dimension

4.3 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-184
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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‘The Kiwami’ White Soft is a carefully blended paste, based on high-grade
mineral wax and reinforced with our latest synthetic polymers. This blend is
designed especially to bring a dazzlingly bright shine to the paintwork of your
white or light coloured vehicle for up to 3 months. This is the ultimate wax for
gloss. This is ‘The Kiwami’.

Directions:
Note: Use only on specified colours. Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried
car. In hot conditions, work panel-by-panel to avoid over-curing. Curing time
may be longer in cold conditions.
1. Take a moderate amount of wax onto the included sponge, and spread it
evenly over the body of the vehicle.
2. Increase pressure to remove stubborn dirt and stains.
3. After drying for between 5 and 15 minutes, buff off with a soft clean towel. Be
sure to remove completely and promptly to avoid damaging the paintwork. 

EXTREME GLOSS WAX WHITE Soft Paste Wax
WHITE Soft Paste Wax 200g

4975759001911

ZV9H57FJUKKLTLLV

00191

616 179 249W H D mm

Case dimension

7.5 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-223
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

‘The Kiwami’ is a carefully crafted blend of the finest Carnauba wax, reinforced
with our latest synthetic polymers. This blend is designed especially to bring a
dazzling gloss and sparkle to the paintwork of your silver vehicle for up to 3
months. This is the ultimate wax for gloss. This is ‘The Kiwami’.

Directions:
Note: Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried car. In hot conditions, work
panel-by-panel to avoid over-curing. Curing time may be longer in cold
conditions.
1. Take a moderate amount of wax onto the included sponge, and spread it
evenly over the body of the vehicle.
2. After drying for between 5 and 15 minutes, buff off with a soft clean towel. Be
sure to remove completely and promptly to avoid damaging the paintwork. 

EXTREME GLOSS WAX SILVER Hard Wax
SILVER Hard Wax 200g

4975759001928

ZV9H57FJUKKLTMSV

00192

616 179 249W H D mm

Case dimension

7.5 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-224
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

‘The Kiwami’ is a carefully crafted blend of the finest Carnauba wax, reinforced
with our latest synthetic polymers. This blend is designed especially to bring
deep-space darkness to the paintwork of your black or coloured vehicle, at the
same time leaving it with an unparalleled gloss to bring dazzling contrast to
every angle and surface of your vehicle, with effects lasting up to 3 months.
This is the ultimate wax for gloss. This is ‘The Kiwami’.

Directions:
Note: Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried car. In hot conditions, work 
panel-by-panel to avoid over-curing. Curing time may be longer in cold
conditions.
1. Take a moderate amount of wax onto the included sponge, and spread it
evenly over the body of the vehicle.
2. After drying for between 5 and 15 minutes, buff off with a soft clean towel. Be
sure to remove completely and promptly to avoid damaging the paintwork. 

EXTREME GLOSS WAX BLACK Hard Wax
BLACK Hard Wax 200g

4975759001935

ZV9H57FJUKKLTNPV

00193

616 179 249W H D mm

Case dimension

7.5 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-225
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This multi-purpose wax is suitable for removing water marks from any colour of
vehicle, and will impart a lustrous shining finish to the paintwork. This product is
also suitable for polishing motorcycles, helmets, and plastic parts.

Directions:
Note: Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried car. To avoid staining, be sure to
remove all product residue.
1. Apply a moderate amount of product to the included cloth. 
2. Rub firmly and evenly, regularly folding the cloth to expose a fresh surface,
until the desired finish is achieved.

REFINE Soft Paste Wax
150g

4975759004219

ZV9H57FJUKKOMLTV

00421

603 159 244W H D mm

Case dimension

6.7 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-229
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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With a no-cure, no-buff application, New Scratch Clear Wax ‘Mirror Shine’
features a newly developed micro-particle powder to remove scratches in a
flash, leaving your vehicle radiant and protected with wax for a mirror-like finish.
The one-step cloth-based application means working on the details is no
awkward struggle, so you’ll be standing back in no time to admire your
paintwork shining as if it were brand new!

Directions:
Note: Use only on specified colours. Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried
car.
1. Take a moderate amount of wax onto the included cloth, and apply it evenly
to the body of the vehicle.
2. Simply polish into the surface with even pressure to achieve a perfect finish.
There is no need for curing or removal. Be sure to polish until no visible product
remains on the paintwork.

New Scratch Clear Wax-Mirror Finish - Solid White
Solid White 200g

4975759004189

ZV9H57FJUKKOLSTV

00418

250 200 620W H D mm

Case dimension

8.2 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-195
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

With a no-cure, no-buff application, New Scratch Clear Wax ‘Mirror Shine’
features a newly developed micro-particle powder to remove scratches in a
flash, leaving your vehicle radiant and protected with wax for a mirror-like finish.
The one-step cloth-based application means working on the details is no
awkward struggle, so you’ll be standing back in no time to admire your
paintwork shining as if it were brand new!

Directions:
Note: Use only on specified colours. Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried
car.
1. Take a moderate amount of wax onto the included cloth, and apply it evenly
to the body of the vehicle.
2. Simply polish into the surface with even pressure to achieve a perfect finish.
There is no need for curing or removal. Be sure to polish until no visible product
remains on the paintwork.

New Scratch Clear Wax-Mirror Finish - Pearl & Metallic
Pearl & Metallic 200g

4975759004196

ZV9H57FJUKKOLTQV

00419

250 200 620W H D mm

Case dimension

8.2 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-196
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

With a no-cure, no-buff application, New Scratch Clear Wax ‘Mirror Shine’
features a newly developed micro-particle powder to remove scratches in a
flash, leaving your vehicle radiant and protected with wax for a mirror-like finish.
The one-step cloth-based application means working on the details is no
awkward struggle, so you’ll be standing back in no time to admire your
paintwork shining as if it were brand new!

Directions:
Note: Use only on specified colours. Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried
car.
1. Take a moderate amount of wax onto the included cloth, and apply it evenly
to the body of the vehicle.
2. Simply polish into the surface with even pressure to achieve a perfect finish.
There is no need for curing or removal. Be sure to polish until no visible product
remains on the paintwork.

New Scratch Clear Wax-Mirror Finish - Dark & Metallic
Dark & Metallic 200g

4975759004202

ZV9H57FJUKKOMKMV

00420

250 200 620W H D mm

Case dimension

8.2 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-196
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Water Block is a durable synthetic wax with superior hydrophobic properties to
give your vehicle unrivalled protection from acid rain and other water-borne
contaminants. Combining beautifying wax technology with selected
superhydrophobic silicone polymers, Water Block Wax beads like nothing else
and lasts for up to 10 washes!

Directions:
Note: Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried car. In hot conditions, work
panel-by-panel to avoid over-curing. Curing time may be longer in cold
conditions.
1. Take a moderate amount of wax onto the included sponge, and spread it
evenly over the body of the vehicle.
2. After drying for between 5 and 15 minutes, buff off with a soft clean towel. Be
sure to remove completely and promptly to avoid damaging the paintwork. 

Water Block Wax White
White 300g

4975759003410

ZV9H57FJUKKNOLKV

00341

640 260 200W H D mm

Case dimension

10.0kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-65
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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Water Block is a durable synthetic wax with superior hydrophobic properties to
give your vehicle unrivalled protection from acid rain and other water-borne
contaminants. Combining beautifying wax technology with selected
superhydrophobic silicone polymers, Water Block Wax beads like nothing else
and lasts for up to 10 washes!

Directions:
Note: Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried car. In hot conditions, work
panel-by-panel to avoid over-curing. Curing time may be longer in cold
conditions.
1. Take a moderate amount of wax onto the included sponge, and spread it
evenly over the body of the vehicle.
2. After drying for between 5 and 15 minutes, buff off with a soft clean towel. Be
sure to remove completely and promptly to avoid damaging the paintwork. 

Water Block Wax Pearl & Metallic
Pearl & Metallic 300g

4975759003441

ZV9H57FJUKKNOOLV

00344

640 260 200W H D mm

Case dimension

10.0kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-66
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Water Block is a durable synthetic wax with superior hydrophobic properties to
give your vehicle unrivalled protection from acid rain and other water-borne
contaminants. Combining beautifying wax technology with selected
superhydrophobic silicone polymers, Water Block Wax beads like nothing else
and lasts for up to 10 washes!

Directions:
Note: Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried car. In hot conditions, work
panel-by-panel to avoid over-curing. Curing time may be longer in cold
conditions.
1. Take a moderate amount of wax onto the included sponge, and spread it
evenly over the body of the vehicle.
2. After drying for between 5 and 15 minutes, buff off with a soft clean towel. Be
sure to remove completely and promptly to avoid damaging the paintwork. 

Water Block Wax Dark & Metallic 
Dark & Metallic 300g

4975759003472

ZV9H57FJUKKNORMV

00347

640 260 200W H D mm

Case dimension

10.0kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-67
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Formulated especially for solid white and pastel vehicles, this soft paste
preparation contains a gentle polishing agent to remove stubborn dirt without
affecting the paintwork, and high-grade mineral wax to form a shining protective
layer with unbeatable brightness, plus superior water-repellency. May be used
on painted bumpers, mirror holders, etc.

Directions:
Note: Use only on specified colours. Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried
car.
1. Take a moderate amount of wax onto the included sponge, and spread it
thinly and evenly over the body of the vehicle.
2. Increase pressure to remove stubborn dirt and stains.
3. After drying for between 5 and 15 minutes, buff off with a soft clean towel. Be
sure to remove completely and promptly to avoid damaging the paintwork.
4. Tightly seal the container to prevent drying. Wash hands well with soap
afterwards.

New Soft 99 Wax - White Soft Paste
White Soft Paste 350g

4975759000204

ZV9H57FJUKKKMKOV

00020

620 250 200W H D mm

Case dimension

10.0kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W- 3
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Formulated especially for metallic or pearlescent white and pastel vehicles, this
soft paste preparation contains a gentle polishing agent to remove stubborn dirt
and restore the lustre without affecting the paintwork, and high-grade mineral
wax to form a shining protective layer with unbeatable brightness, plus superior
water-repellency. May be used on painted bumpers, mirror holders, etc.

Directions:
Note: Use only on specified colours. Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried
car.
1. Take a moderate amount of wax onto the included sponge, and spread it
thinly and evenly over the body of the vehicle.
2. Increase pressure to remove stubborn dirt and stains.
3. After drying for between 5 and 15 minutes, buff off with a soft clean towel. Be
sure to remove completely and promptly to avoid damaging the paintwork. 
4. Tightly seal the container to prevent drying. Wash hands well with soap 
afterwards.

New Soft 99 Wax - Pearl & Metallic
Pearl & Metallic 320g

4975759000273

ZV9H57FJUKKKMRNV

00027

620 250 200W H D mm

Case dimension

10.0kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W- 4
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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Real Carnauba wax for real deep gloss on your black or dark coloured vehicle.
This product contains natural Carnauba to form a protective layer with slick
looks, plus superior water-repellency and heat-resistance. May also be used on
painted bumpers, mirror holders, etc.

Directions:
Note: Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried car.
1. Take a moderate amount of wax onto the included sponge, and spread it
thinly and evenly over the body of the vehicle.
2. After drying for between 5 and 15 minutes, buff off with a soft clean towel. Be
sure to remove completely and promptly to avoid damaging the paintwork.
3. Tightly seal the container to prevent drying. Wash hands well with soap
afterwards.

Dark & Black Wax 
Dark & Black 300g

4975759000105

ZV9H57FJUKKKLKPV

00010

620 250 200W H D mm

Case dimension

10.0kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W- 2
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Hanneri Wax, a soft pasted wax that has been formulated with an all-new
method of development. It removes dirt and spots while maintaining the
beautiful shine of the car body. Compatible with all non-black cars, whether old
or new.

Directions:
* Make sure that your color is compatible with this product.
* Wash off sand, dust, and dirt, and wipe off any remaining water drops from
car surface.
1. Take a moderate amount of the wax and spread it evenly onto car's body
using the included sponge. 
2. Rub more firmly to remove heavier stains like dirt, tar, and pitch.
3. After surface gets dry (5-10 minutes), wipe it off with a soft clean towel.
Make sure to finish entire process. If left unfinished, it may cause spots or
unevenness.
4. Seal up the can container in order to prevent the fluid from evaporating. Also
wash your hands well with soap afterwards. 

Hanneri Wax
280g

4975759001126

ZV9H57FJUKKLLMQV

00112

620 250 180W H D mm

Case dimension

9.0 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-19
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Combining purified Carnauba wax from Parnaiba with silicone polymer oils to
give deep, dark, glowing protection, this classic wax is made for black and dark
solid or metallic vehicles.

Directions:
Note: Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried car.
1. Take a moderate amount of wax onto the included sponge, and spread it 
evenly over the body of the vehicle.
2. After drying for between 5 and 15 minutes, buff off with a soft clean towel. Be
sure to remove completely and promptly to avoid damaging the paintwork.
3. Tightly seal the container to prevent drying. Wash hands well with soap
afterwards.

Car Wax Black
250g

4975759001201

ZV9H57FJUKKLMKLV

00120

620 250 180W H D mm

Case dimension

9.0 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-20
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

The King of Gloss coats your vehicle with a thick layer of our spectacularly
glossy blend of mineral wax and synthetic resin. It is also easy to work with,
and buffing off is a breeze. No smearing or unevenness! We have created this
special blend to enhance white paint to its full eye-popping potential. This is the
King of Gloss!

Directions:
Note: Use only on specified colours. Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried
car. In hot conditions, work panel-by-panel to avoid over-curing. Curing time
may be longer in cold conditions.
1. Take a moderate amount of wax onto the included sponge, and spread it
evenly over the body of the vehicle.
2. After drying for between 5 and 15 minutes, buff off with a soft clean towel. Be
sure to remove completely and promptly to avoid damaging the paintwork.

The King of Gloss - Solid White
Solid White 320g

4975759001713

ZV9H57FJUKKLRLNV

00171

250 200 620W H D mm

Case dimension

10.0kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-143
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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The King of Gloss coats your vehicle with a thick layer of our spectacularly
glossy blend of mineral wax and synthetic resin. It is also easy to work with,
and buffing off is a breeze. No smearing or unevenness! We have created this
special blend to enhance black and dark coloured paints to their full eye-
popping potential. This is the King of Gloss!

Directions:
Note: Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried car. In hot conditions, work
panel-by-panel to avoid over-curing. Curing time may be longer in cold
conditions.
1. Take a moderate amount of wax onto the included sponge, and spread it
evenly over the body of the vehicle.
2. After drying for between 5 and 15 minutes, buff off with a soft clean towel. Be
sure to remove completely and promptly to avoid damaging the paintwork.

The King of Gloss - Black & Dark
Black & Dark 300g

4975759001775

ZV9H57FJUKKLRRPV

00177

250 200 620W H D mm

Case dimension

10.0kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-146
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Ultimate shine, with no buffing required! This unique synthetic wax creates a
mirror-like shine on your vehicle, with no need to cure or buff. Just apply with
the included microfiber cloth, and you’ll have a gleaming finish that lasts for up
to 3 months! You can even use Mirror Shine on plastic parts, such as bumpers
and lamp covers. This product contains no polishing compound. 

Directions:
Note: Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried car.
1. Take a moderate amount of wax onto the included cloth, and apply it evenly
to the body of the vehicle.
2. Simply wipe across the surface with even pressure to achieve a perfect
finish. There is no need for curing or removal.

Mirror Shine Wax - Light Colours
Light Colours 200g

4975759003731

ZV9H57FJUKKNRNLV

00373

620 200 250W H D mm

Case dimension

8.3 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-212
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Ultimate shine, with no buffing required! This unique synthetic wax creates a
mirror-like shine on your vehicle, with no need to cure or buff. Just apply with
the included microfiber cloth, and you’ll have a gleaming finish that lasts for up
to 3 months! You can even use Mirror Shine on plastic parts, such as bumpers
and lamp covers. This product contains no polishing compound. 

Directions:
Note: Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried car.
1. Take a moderate amount of wax onto the included cloth, and apply it evenly
to the body of the vehicle.
2. Simply wipe across the surface with even pressure to achieve a perfect
finish. There is no need for curing or removal.

Mirror Shine Wax - Dark Colours
Dark Colours 200g

4975759003748

ZV9H57FJUKKNROSV

00374

620 200 250W H D mm

Case dimension

8.3 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

W-213
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Formulated with natural Carnauba wax to create ultimate shine, this wax forms
a tough, durable coating to protect the vehicle’s body from staining or damage
by water, UV, acid rain, and other contaminants. This product is compatible 
vehicles of any colour.

Directions:
Note: Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried car.
1. Take a moderate amount of wax onto the included sponge, and spread it
thinly and evenly over the body of the vehicle.
2. After drying for between 5 and 20 minutes, buff off with a soft clean towel. Be
sure to remove completely and promptly to avoid damaging the paintwork. 
3. Tightly seal the container to prevent drying. Wash hands well with soap 
afterwards.

Extra Hard Wax 
300g

4975759100195

ZV9H57FJULKKLTPV

10019

616 199 249W H D mm

Case dimension

20.0kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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This liquid cleaning wax safely removes dirt and other unwanted residue, to
restore the original shine of the paintwork. This product is especially formulated
for metallic vehicles.

Directions:
Note: Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried car.
1. Shake well before use.
2. Take a moderate amount of liquid onto the included sponge, and spread it
thinly and evenly over the body of the vehicle.
3. Increase pressure to remove stubborn dirt and stains. 
4. After drying, buff off with a soft clean towel.

New Meta Clean Liquid Wax
530ml

4975759100232

ZV9H57FJULKKMNMV

10023

390 220 320W H D mm

Case dimension

24.0kg

Case weight

24
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

A soft paste cleaner wax that can remove dirt and stains, this wax is formulated
especially to produce amazing glossy results on metallic vehicles.

Directions:
Note: Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried car.
1. Take a moderate amount of wax onto the included sponge, and spread it
thinly and evenly over the body of the vehicle.
2. Increase pressure to remove stubborn dirt and stains.
3. After drying, buff off with a soft clean towel.

New Metallic Soft Wax
320g

4975759100300

ZV9H57FJULKKNKKV

10030

616 199 249W H D mm

Case dimension

20.0kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Truly a wax work of art, Authentic Premium is made with no compromises, only
the highest quality refined natural Carnauba, imported from Brazil and
subjected to our rigorous testing regime in Japan. Easy to apply, a fine-grade
sponge applicator is included to help the wax spread smoothly and evenly
across your paintwork. A detailing brush is also included, for easy removal from
tight areas such as around the emblems and moldings. Each can of Authentic
Premium is overflowing with our passion for quality, and obsession with
beauty… Just see for yourself!

Directions:
1. Wash the car to remove dust and dirt. Drying is optional; this product may be
used on a wet body.
2. Take a moderate amount of wax onto the included sponge, and spread it
thinly and evenly over the body of the vehicle.
3. After drying for between 5 and 10 minutes, buff off with a soft clean towel. Be
sure to remove completely and promptly to avoid damaging the paintwork. 
4. Tightly seal the container to prevent drying. Wash hands well with soap 
afterwards.

Authentic Premium(E)
200g

4975759101628

ZV9H57FJULKLQMSV

10162

680 195 275W H D mm

Case dimension

8.6 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

A newly developed water-based liquid wax, focused on gloss, shine, and
smoothness not found in other products. This may be used as a stand-alone
wax, or as a quick top-up or enhancement for any other paint protection. Just
spray and wipe, it could not be any easier! All this comes with a tropical mango
scent to make application all the more enjoyable. At a full 500 ml, this is one
generous serving of simple sophistication.

Directions:
1. Ensure the paintwork is dry and free from dust and dirt.
2. Spray onto the area to be treated, spacing shots by around 50 cm.
3. After spraying a panel, wipe off immediately and move on to the next.

Luxury Gloss
500ml

4975759101635

ZV9H57FJULKLQNPV

10163

498 237 264W H D mm

Case dimension

12.5kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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With quick and easy application, this soft paste preparation contains a gentle
polishing agent to remove stubborn dirt without affecting the paintwork, while
forming a shining protective layer with unbeatable brightness, plus superior
water-repellency to prevent damage from rain and other dirt. This product is
suitable for white and light-coloured vehicles.

Directions:
Note: Use only on specified colours. Apply to a washed and thoroughly dried
car.
1. Take a moderate amount of wax onto the included sponge, and spread it
thinly and evenly over the body of the vehicle.
2. Increase pressure to remove stubborn dirt and stains.
3. After drying for between 5 and 15 minutes, buff off with a soft clean towel. Be
sure to remove completely and promptly to avoid damaging the paintwork. 
4. Tightly seal the container to prevent drying. Wash hands well with soap 
afterwards.

Extra Hanneri
320g

4975759102069

ZV9H57FJULKMKQTV

10206

616 199 249W H D mm

Case dimension

20.0kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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By applying this to faded or hazy plastic parts, you can restore and protect
them with a transparent, heat-resistant polymer layer that will last for up for
between 6 months and a year. It can be applied to any plastic surface on a
vehicle, or even in the home, and the components react on the surface to form
a hard, glass-like layer to protect the surface.

Directions:
1. Remove all dirt and residue from the wheel that are to be treated. 
2. Apply a small amount of liquid to the sponge
3. Dry for about 5 minutes, rest, and remove residue with a dry, clean towel. Do
not touch or wet for 24 hours. Complete setting occurs within 3-4 days. 

NANO HARD PLASTICS COAT
8ml

4975759031314

ZV9H57FJUKNLNLOV

03131

188 235 454W H D mm

Case dimension

2.0 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

E-42
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Over time, road contaminants and UV cause headlight lenses to deteriorate, and become
foggy or even yellow. Not only does this look dirty, it also affects the quality of light given
out. Because it occurs gradually, it may go unnoticed, but a reduction in light quality
adversely affects visibility and can lead to accidents.
Our two-step headlight restoration kit not only brings back clarity and shine to hazy or
yellowed headlights and other plastic parts, but also adds a hard topcoat to protect your
lenses from dirt and UV radiation.
This kit includes Base Cleaner, Hard Topcoat, a cloth and an applicator sponge.

Directions:
1. First, wash and dry the lenses.
2. Shake the bottle of Base Cleaner well, and apply to one side of the included cloth.
Spread around evenly, and polish the deteriorated areas until clarity returns. 
3. When finished, wipe off the Base Cleaner with the clean side of the cloth.
4. Shake the bottle of Hard Topcoat well, apply to the included sponge, and spread around
evenly.
5. After about one minute of drying, spread around again with the opposite side of the 
sponge, to smooth out any unevenness.
Note: Do not touch or wet for 24 hours after application. Full hardening occurs within 4
days. Coating must be applied with the included sponge. Do not reuse sponges.

LIGHT ONE
Base Cleaner : 50ml
Coating Liquid : 8ml

4975759031338

ZV9H57FJUKNLNNSV

03133

252 216 486W H D mm

Case dimension

3.8 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

E-56
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This product restores and protects transparent plastic parts that have faded or yellowed. It
can be used on any transparent or translucent unpainted plastic parts, such as light lenses,
window deflectors, and translucent trim. A beautiful thin film of Crystal Blue glass coating
brings back the clarity of plastic parts, and counteracts yellowing due to age. Unlike one-off
quick detailing agents, such as those containing silicone oil, Nano Hard Clear creates a
layer of glass on the surface of the plastic, which can improve looks and add protection for
over 6 months.

Directions:
1. Remove all dirt and oil from the area to be treated. If water is used, be sure to dry
completely.
2. Wearing the included gloves, shake the bottle well and add some liquid to the white
surface of the included sponge. Spread thinly and evenly across the surface of the plastic.
3. After about one minute of drying, spread around again with the unused white side of the
sponge, to smooth out any unevenness.
Note: Do not touch or wet for 24 hours after application. Full hardening occurs within 4
days. Coating must be applied with the included sponge. Do not reuse sponges.

Nano Hard Clear
8ml

4975759031444

ZV9H57FJUKNLOOOV

03144

235 188 454W H D mm

Case dimension

2.0 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

E-55
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Plastic trim deteriorates over time due to exposure to UV and other contaminants. Plastic
that has turned gray or lost its sheen is unsightly, and can be expensive to replace, but our
two-step restoration kit brings back that fresh look to hard plastic parts, and protects them
from further degradation. This kit includes two liquids: Liquid Binder to clean the surface of
plastic parts, and Hard Clear Coat that coats them with a hard transparent layer, which
protects them from the elements, and also restores a fresh-looking sheen.

Directions:
1. First, wash and dry the parts to be treated.
2. Shake the bottle of Liquid Binder well, and apply to one side of the included cloth.
Spread evenly over the surface of the plastic.
3. When finished, wipe off the Liquid Binder with the clean side of the cloth.
4. Separate a piece of the included sponge, and add a small amount of Hard Clear Coat to 
the black surface. Spread thinly and evenly over the plastic.
5. After about 5 minutes of drying, wipe with a fresh included cloth to smooth any
unevenness.
Note: Do not touch or wet for 24 hours after application. Coating must be applied with the
included sponge. Do not reuse sponges. Some precipitate solid may be present in the
Liquid Binder, but this is not a problem. Shake well before use.

BLACK PARTS ONE -Unpainted Resin Parts Refresh Kit-
Base Cleaner : 40ml
Coating Liquid : 8ml
Special sheet × 4 / Special sponge × 4

4975759031345

ZV9H57FJUKNLNOPV

03134

486 216 252W H D mm

Case dimension

3.3 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

E-57
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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Bring the life back to faded plastic and rubber trim! This treatment restores the deep
darkness, natural gloss, and rich texture of black trim to revitalize your vehicle. The unique
coating liquid penetrates into the surface and polymerizes to form a flexible yet glossy
surface, making it suitable for restoring both hard plastic and soft rubber!

Directions:
Note: Apply only to clean, dry, unpainted plastic and rubber.
1. First clean and degrease the area to be treated using the included ‘Silicone Off’
degreasing sheets.
Note: Some textured plastics may pick up fibers from the sheet. Remove these before
proceeding. To prevent the sheets from drying out, firmly seal the package between uses.
2. Cut the sponge according to the area to be treated. The black sponge is for hard plastic,
the white sponge is for soft rubber. Apply a small amount of the liquid (green label), and
spread thinly and evenly across the surface to be treated.
Note: Some rubber parts may absorb the liquid. Keep applying until enough liquid remains.
3. After drying for around 5 minutes, use a fresh sheet to lightly wipe up the surface for an
even finish. If left for too long, the excess will not be possible to remove.
Note: Do not touch or wet for 24 hours. Do not reuse sponges that have hardened. If the
liquid unintentionally comes into contact with another surface, wipe off immediately.

Rubber & Plastic Parts Restoration Agent
Coating Agent (15mL) × 1bottle  /
Hard Sponge × 2pcs  /  Soft Sponge × 2pcs  /
Silicone off Wipes × 3sheets  /  Gloves × 2pcs

4975759095002

ZV9H57FJUKTPKKMV

09500

388 212 290W H D mm

Case dimension

2.6 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

B-500
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code


